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Abstract: Today, renewable energy resources are a critical component of distributed energy systems.
However, their intermittent nature makes them unstable energy sources, making them very difficult to
use optimally in any energy system. Battery storage is a viable solution for this issue. In this paper, we
consider distributed power-flow assignment consisting of unstable power generators, unpredictable
power loads, and multiple energy storage systems (ESSs), with different combinations of logical
power connections between them. We propose power-flow assignment (PFA) algorithms to deal with
single and multiple loads to address the possibility of reducing energy loss and improving distributed
power-flow assignment with the presence of ESSs in a smart home environment. Simulation results
reveal that the increment of logical power connections between generators, loads, and storage systems
can significantly reduce energy loss. The proposed PFA algorithms can reduce energy loss by about
67% compared to a power-flow assignment for which all the generated power is stored in an ESS
directly during winter. The results further show that spring has the highest energy loss and stored
energy in ESS compared to other seasons.

Keywords: energy storage loss; fluctuating renewable energy resources; distributed power-flow
assignment; smart home

1. Introduction

World energy demand is continuously increasing [1]. Since it is not environmentally
friendly, constructing more fossil fuel power plants is not an excellent answer to deal with
such a problem. On the other hand, renewable energy resources such as solar panels, wind
turbines, and fuel cells do not produce harmful CO2 emissions [2]. The development of
advanced technologies and the decrease in renewable energy (RE) costs make RE very
interesting for many involved parties. However, the intermittent nature of RE makes it an
unstable energy resource that cannot be utilized fully. Thus, energy storage systems (ESSs)
are a viable solution for mitigating this issue. Especially in the residential sector, people are
becoming more interested in producing their energy by using RE integrated with an ESS.
These days, not only has the cost of RE decreased, but the installation cost of ESSs has also
decreased by 60% from 2014 to 2017. Moreover, it is predicted to further decrease up to
61% by 2030 compared to 2017 [3].

Smart homes are a promising trend for utilizing energy in the residential sector. The
American Association of House Builders used the term ’smart home’ in 1984, as F.K. Aldrich
remarked [4]. Over the past decades, the smart home concept has evolved rapidly with
the growth of the Internet, becoming a house in which home appliances and devices are
fully interconnected. Nowadays, it is typically considered to be a single house with RE
resources such as solar photovoltaics (PVs), fuel cells (FCs), and so on [5] integrated with
various home appliances. The current trend of energy usage of home appliances has
changed from the traditional way due to the introduction of the Internet of Things (IoT),
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Power Line Communication (PLC), and Power over Ethernet (PoE) technologies. IoT is
utilized in a smart home. It allows the home’s controller to communicate with various
home appliances to collect and monitor load profile data and take optimal control by
turning on/off operations. While communication technologies such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth
Low Energy (BLE), LoRaWAN, WiSUN, ZigBee, and so on can be used for IoT purposes,
Ethernet is a good option to control home appliances promptly and directly. PoE delivers
electric energy and information to home appliances via an Ethernet cable. PoE has evolved
into a new technology called Single-pair Ethernet (SPE). SPE consists of only two twisted
wires that can deliver both electric energy and information. It is a very viable option and
a promising trend for future smart homes due to its low cost and small-deployment size
compared to traditional PoE technology [6].

In order to fully utilize RE together with ESS, an efficient system design for integrating
REs with ESSs is highly needed. When designing any energy system, energy loss should
be minimized to ensure energy efficiency [7]. Today, the design of energy systems in
a distributed way that incorporates RE resources and human activities is essential. As
people’s activities in a house are becoming more complicated, it is necessary to ensure a
balanced, reliable, and safe energy supply to all home appliances from RE resources. The
problems of intermittency and power fluctuations in renewable energy resources makes
an ESS indispensable. Therefore, it is essential not only to balance power supply and
demand in home energy management [8] but also to ensure reliable and safe energy flow
in distributed power-flow systems [9], which must have an ESS to provide continuous
energy capacity to meet real-time power demands. In our previous work [10], we studied
the optimal ESS size to ensure reliable and safe energy flow in distributed power-flow
assignment (DPFA) while balancing renewable power supplies and fluctuating power
demands utilizing a real experimental dataset based on daily human activities in a smart
home for the fundamental design of DPFA for four different seasons. In fluctuating DPFA,
the number of logical power connections of the energy system affects the energy loss of an
ESS. Therefore, in this paper, our objective is to study the energy loss of ESSs for single and
multiple power load fluctuating DPFAs in a smart home.

The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

• Introduce a system model of fluctuating DPFA to study balancing RE resources and
power loads with the presence of ESSs in a smart home.

• Propose power-flow assignment algorithms for the energy system to efficiently assign
the required power for single and multiple power loads, i.e., single-load power-flow
assignment (SPFA) and multiple-load power-flow assignment (MPFA) algorithms,
respectively.

• Reveal through simulation results that the proposed PFA algorithms ensure that the
total energy from PGs from RE resources are completely supplied to all the PLs in
order to reduce energy loss due to ESSs.

This paper is arranged as follows. Sections 2 and 3 provide the background of
distributed power-flow assignment and the literature review of this paper, respectively.
Section 4 presents the system model of the distributed power-flow system for a smart home
with RE and ESS, together with the model for each power device and energy-loss calcu-
lation. In Section 5, the power-flow assignment algorithms in the distributed power-flow
system are explained. The simulation results of this work are described and discussed in
Section 6. Finally, the conclusions and future work are discussed in Section 7.

2. Background

Figure 1 shows the classification of power-flow assignment (PFA) in a smart home,
which implies logical power-flow connections for an energy system over SPE technology
to deliver electric energy and information to all the home appliances via Ethernet cables.
First, PFA can be divided mainly into centralized and distributed in the presence of ESSs.
In a centralized PFA (CPFA), the power supply logically supplies its power to the required
power loads through the on/off switch of a power tap, which is controlled by a controller.
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On the other hand, a distributed PFA (DPFA) consists of various types of power generators
that logically supply their power to the required power loads and are also controlled by
a controller. In DPFA, a single power load can obtain power from more than one power
generator. Similarly, a single power generator can supply power to more than one power
load. Further, DPFA can be classified into three types: controllable DPFA, fluctuating
DPFA, and hybrid DPFA, which combines controllable DPFA and fluctuating DPFA in the
energy system.

In this paper, we focus our work on fluctuating DPFA energy systems because it is
a challenging problem to look into how a single house can operate independently from
fluctuating RE resources (e.g., photovoltaic cells, fuel cells, wind turbines, and so on) to
all the fluctuating home appliances without a utility power supply. In fluctuating DPFA,
we study PFA algorithms to determine how fluctuating RE resources can logically supply
their power to fluctuating power loads. For the sake of simplicity, we first look into a single
power generator for a single power load, and we call it a ’single-load PFA’ (SPFA). In SPFA,
a single power load can obtain its power from an ESS only or from a single power generator
directly plus an ESS. Hereinafter, we call the logical power connection from a single power
generator to a single power load via an ESS an ’SPFA/S’. Meanwhile, we call the logical
power connection from a single power generator to a single power load via a single power
generator directly and through an ESS an ’SPFA/GS’. Second, we look into multiple power
generators to multiple power loads, and we call this ’multiple-load PFA’ (MPFA). In MPFA,
the power load can obtain its power from both the power generators directly and from a
single or multiple ESSs. However, ESS charging depends on the remaining power from
either a single or multiple power generators. In particular, if the power load can obtain its
power from both the power generator directly and from an ESS, and the ESS is charged
using the power remaining from a single power generator, we call it an ’MPFA/SG’. Futher,
if the power load can obtain its power from both multiple power generators directly and
from multiple ESSs, and the ESSs are charged from the power remaining from multiple
power generators, we call it an ’MPFA/MG’.

Figure 1. Classification of power-flow assignment in a smart home.

3. Related Works

In smart homes, a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) is one of the promising
trends for efficient energy management. Many studies have focused on this research path.
Optimal scheduling of home appliances to reduce the electricity bill is studied in [11–14].
In [11], M. Javadi et al. introduce the self-scheduling of HEMS by forming a multi-objective
optimization problem in which the first objective is to minimize the daily bill of the house-
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hold, and the second objective is to minimize discomfort. T. Almeida et al. [12] propose
optimal management that coordinates both HEMS and an EV parking lot management
system (EVPLMS). The optimal self-scheduling of home appliances in the presence of an
inverter-based AC system for smart homes is presented in [13]. A. Jordehi et al. [14] pro-
pose a novel particle-swarm optimizer for determining optimal home appliance scheduling
in HEMS. The problem is solved for two smart homes with 10 and 11 appliances, including
an electric vehicle.

We further review work related to ESSs in three aspects: integration of RE resources,
charging and discharging efficiency, and power assignment. There are many works on
energy loss when integrating RE resources with ESSs. In particular, optimal ESS sizing,
ESS placement, and control of ESS considering energy losses are studied in [15–18]. In [15],
P. Fortenbacher et al. use multi-period optimal power flow to schedule optimal battery
storage operations. Their findings show that the proposed method can reduce battery losses
by 30%. Additionally, a novel algorithm for optimal control and placement of ESSs for min-
imizing energy losses using a genetic algorithm is proposed in [16]. M. Jannesar et al. [17]
propose an optimal method for sizing, placing, and daily charging/discharging of ESSs
based on a cost function that considers energy losses. The results show a decrease in energy
losses. J. Sardi et al. [18] manage to obtain the optimal ESS capacity and analyze the energy
loss reduction of an RE system integrated with an ESS through load leveling.

On the other hand, research in [19–21] specifically focuses on energy loss from charging
and discharging of ESSs. In [19], Z. Chen et al. propose an optimal charging strategy for
ESSs to minimize charging loss using a dynamic programming algorithm that reveals
efficient results. A new charging algorithm for energy loss minimization is proposed in [20].
The results show that the proposed charging method can obviously reduce energy charging
loss. K. Liu et al. [21] propose a novel multi-objective optimization framework to obtain
optimal battery charging management considering charging cost from energy loss.

In recent years, a few research works [22–24] have focused on optimal power assign-
ment in the presence of ESSs to improve the entire energy system’s efficiency. In [22],
M. Schimpe et al. propose a power-flow distribution strategy to improve the energy effi-
ciency of a system integrated with a second-life battery storage system. The goal is to reduce
the energy loss of ESSs when possible by minimizing the operation time. The experimental
test shows that energy loss can be reduced by 24%. Optimal power assignment to improve
efficiency through an ESS operational algorithm is proposed in [23]. The ESS is used for
frequency regulation, for which this work created a lookup table with a genetic algorithm
for efficient ESS operation. The results confirm that the proposed strategy is highly effective
for improving system efficiency. J. Choi et al. [24] propose a novel hierarchical control
structure for a multiple-battery energy storage power-sharing system with an algorithm
that selects the appropriate control.

4. System Model
4.1. Preliminaries

Figure 2 shows the system model of simple fluctuating distributed power-flow as-
signment (DPFA), which consists of two power generators (PGs), two power loads (PLs),
and two power storage devices (PSs). A power generator can supply power to PL and PS.
In our fundamental research analysis, we purposely select solar photovoltaic (PV) and a
fuel cell (FC) as two PGs. A power load can receive power supplied by PGs and PSs, for
which we use air conditioning (AC) and a ventilation fan (VF) as two PLs to study the effect
of ESS energy loss and power fluctuations of both PGs and PLs on the PFS by keeping
the state of charge (SoC) limitations of PSs. In this paper, the term “fluctuating” refers to
uncontrollable PGs and PLs. In this paper, ’PS system’ also means the ESS in general. A
power storage device can be charged by the power supplied from PGs and can discharge
power to PLs. We use a tripartite graph model, as shown in Figure 3, to logically represent
a power-flow connection between a PG, PL, and PS. A connection between two devices is
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denoted as a pair of two power devices, e.g., (PGi,PLj) represents the connection between
the ith power generator, PGi, and the jth power load, PLj.

SupposeM,N , andH are a set of PGs, PLs, and PSs, respectively. Let EG f
m(t) be a set

of time-varying energy generation levels at time t that are served by the set of fluctuating
PGs m ∈ M = {1, 2, . . . , M}. Similarly, EL f

n(t) are a set of time-varying energy load levels
at time t whose demand is the set of fluctuating PLs n ∈ N = {1, 2, . . . , N}. Additionally,
SoCmax

h , SoCmin
h , SoCh(0) , SEh(t), ESh(t), ECloss

h (t), and EDCloss
h (t), are a set of active PSs

with their maximum state of charge, minimum state of charge, initial state of charge, time-
varying stored energy, time-varying charge or discharge energy, charging loss at time t, and
discharging loss at time t, respectively, h ∈ H = {1, 2, . . . , H}.

Let ϕ(X, Y, t) be a set of logical power-flow connections, ϕ = {1, 2, . . . , φ} ∈ φ, that
denote the set of active connections from the set of PGs, X, to the set of PLs, Y, at time t.
With PS integration, ϕ(PG, PL, t) can be reformulated as a connection-dependent flow path
from PG to PS and from PS to PL [10], i.e.,

ϕ(PG, PL, t) ⊆ ϕ(PG, PS, t) ∪ ϕ(PS, PL, t) (1)

Each power flow assignment is associated with an energy level and can be written as

ϕ(EG f
m, EL f

n, t) ⊆ ϕ(EG f
m, ESh, t) ∪ ϕ(ESh, EL f

n, t) (2)

More simply, ϕ(EG f
m, EL f

n, t) represents the energy that flows from a PG to a PL at time t.
Each energy flow in the power-flow assignment of the energy system is bounded by these
conditions:

(i) the total energy of PGs from RE resources are supplied completely;
(ii) the total energy of PLs from home appliances and devices are consumed absolutely;

and
(iii) SoC limitations of PSs are safely preserved by total energies of both PGs and PLs.

Figure 2. Physical power connection of the power-flow assignment in a smart home.

4.2. Power Generators and Loads

The instantaneous power levels of the PGs and PLs are represented as pg f
m(t) and

pl f
n(t), respectively. The total generating energy level of each PG and the total consuming

energy level of each PL during time t can be represented based on the integral of power [25]
as, respectively,

EG f
m(t) =

∫ t

0
pg f

m(t)dt (3)
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EL f
n(t) =

∫ t

0
pl f

n(t)dt (4)

Each PG and PL has its power limitations as shown below

pg f ,min
m ≤ pg f

m(t) ≤ pg f ,max
m (5)

pl f ,min
n ≤ pl f

n(t) ≤ pl f ,max
n (6)

where pg f ,min
m , pl f ,min

n , pg f ,max
m , and pl f ,max

n are the minimum and maximum power level
limitations of both the PG and PL, respectively.

Figure 3. Logical power connection of the power-flow assignment in a smart home.

4.3. Power Storage Systems

For a single PS, the input power to the PS and the output power from the PS can be
expressed as psin

h (t) and psout
h (t), respectively. The state of charge (SoC) of a PS can be

calculated based on the integral of energy [26,27] as follows.

SoCh(t) = SoCh(0) +
ηc

ESSh

∫ t

0
psin

h (t)dt− ηd
ESSh

∫ t

0
psout

h (t)dt (7)

where ηc and ηd are charging and discharging efficiency, respectively, and ESSh is the
capacity of psh. To avoid over-charging and over-discharging of the PS, SoC must stay
within a certain operating range [28,29]:

SoCmin
h ≤ SoCh(t) ≤ SoCmax

h (8)

Hence, the stored energy in psh at time t is

SEh(t) = SoCh(t)× ESSh (9)

Furthermore, psin
h (t) and psout

h (t) also have an upper and lower bound:

psin,min
h ≤ psin

h (t) ≤ psin,max
h (10)

psout,min
h ≤ psout

h (t) ≤ psout,max
h (11)
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4.4. Energy Loss of Power Storage System

This research work aims to study the energy loss in PS systems for fluctuating dis-
tributed power-flow assignment of the energy system in a smart home. In particular, we
study energy loss, which comprises two types of energy loss, i.e., charging loss and dis-
charging loss. Charging loss and discharging loss can be determined using charging (ηc)
and discharging (ηd) efficiency as follows.

Charging Loss:

ECloss
h (t) = (1− ηc)

(
∑

m∈M
EGm(t)− ∑

n∈N
ELn(t)

)
(12)

Discharging Loss:

EDCloss
h (t) = (

1
ηd
− 1)

(
∑

n∈N
ELn(t)− ∑

m∈M
EGm(t)

)
(13)

5. Fluctuating Distributed Power-Flow Assignment

This section introduces the details on how fluctuating distributed power-flow assign-
ment (DPFA) works with its algorithms when a single power load and multiple power
loads are considered.

5.1. Single-Load and Multiple-Load Power-Flow Assignment

In Figure 3, fluctuating DPFA can be divided into two types, as mentioned in Section 2.
One is single-load power-flow assignment (SPFA), which indicates the logical connection
that a single PL can obtain its power from a PS only or both a single PG directly and a
PS. Another is multiple-load power-flow assignment (MPFA), which represents the logical
connection of each PL that can obtain its power both from multiple PGs directly and from
a PS or multiple PSs. The amount of charging energy of a PS depends on the remaining
power after the PGs supply multiple loads.

In SPFA, when a single PL obtains its power from the basic logical power-flow con-
nection, e.g., ϕ(PS, PL, t), we define SPFA/S as a single PL that only receives its power
from a PS. Likewise, when a single PL obtains its power from two basic logical power-flow
connections, e.g., ϕ(PG, PL, t) and ϕ(PS, PL, t), we define SPFA/GS as a single PL that
receives its power from both a single PG directly and from a PS.

In MPFA, multiple PLs obtain their power both from multiple PGs and from a single
or multiple PSs. When the PS receives the remaining power from a single PG (SG) only
through the basic logical power-flow connection, e.g., ϕ(PG, PS, t), we define MPFA/SG
as multiple PLs receiving their power under the condition that the PS receives the power
remaining from a single PG. Likewise, when multiple PLs obtain their power both from
multiple PGs and multiple PSs, and the PS receives the power remaining from multiple
PGs (MG) through the basic logical power-flow connection, e.g., ϕ(PGm, PSh, t), we define
MPFA/MG to mean multiple PLs receive their power under the condition that the PS
receives the power remaining from multiple PGs.

5.2. Single-Load Power-Flow Assignment Algorithm

Since SPFA/S involves simple and very straightforward assignment, there is no
algorithm for SPFA/S power-flow. However, an algorithm is needed for SPFA/GS. The
objective of the SPFA/GS algorithm is to ensure that the total energy of the PG is directly
supplied first to the corresponding PL. Then, the remaining energy from the PG will charge
the single PS. Algorithm 1 shows the power-flow assignment for SPFA/GS.
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Algorithm 1 SPFA/GS Algorithm
Definition: Assume the total energy remaining at time t is R(t), the total energy lacking at
time t is L(t), and M=N=H

1: function SPFA/GS
2: while ∀N not assigned to any power generator do
3: for n← 1 to N, m← 1 to M, h← 1 to H do
4: if EG f

m(t) ≥ EL f
n(t) then

5: PLn turns on
6: Compute R(t) = EG f

m(t)− EL f
n(t)

7: Assign ESh(t) = R(t)− ECloss
h (t)

8: else if EG f
m(t) + SEh(t) ≥ EL f

n(t) then
9: PLn turns on

10: Compute L(t) = EL f
n(t)− EG f

h (t)
11: Assign ESh(t) = −(L(t) + EDCloss

h (t))
12: else
13: PLn turns off
14: Assign ESh(t) = EG f

m(t)− ECloss
h (t)

15: end if
16: end for
17: end while
18: end function

5.3. Multiple-Load Power-Flow Assignment Algorithm

The objective of the MPFA/SG algorithm is to ensure that the total energy of the PG is
directly supplied first to all the PLs; then, the remaining energy of the PG will charge the
single PS. Algorithm 2 shows the power-flow assignment by MPFA/SG. The objective of
the MPFA/MG algorithm is to ensure that the total energy of the PG is directly supplied
first to all the PLs; then, the remaining energy of the PG will equally charge the multiple
PSs. Algorithm 3 shows the power-flow assignment for MPFA/MG.

Algorithm 2 MPFA/SG Algorithm
Definition: Assume the total energy remaining at time t is R(t), total energy lacking at
time t is L(t), and M=N=H

1: function MPFA/SG
2: while ∀N not assigned to any power generator do
3: for n← 1 to N, m← 1 to M, h← 1 to H do
4: if ∑m∈M EG f

m(t) ≥ ∑n∈N EL f
n(t) then

5: PLn turns on
6: Compute R(t) = ∑m∈M EG f

m(t)−∑n∈N EL f
n(t)

7: Assign ESh(t) = R(t)− ECloss
h (t)

8: else if ∑m∈M EG f
m(t) + SEh(t) ≥ ∑n∈N EL f

n(t) then
9: PLn turns on

10: Compute L(t) = ∑n∈N EL f
n(t)−∑m∈M EG f

m(t)
11: Assign ESh(t) = −(L(t) + EDCloss

h (t))
12: else
13: PLn turns off
14: Assign ESh(t) = ∑m∈M EG f

m(t)− ECloss
h (t)

15: end if
16: end for
17: end while
18: end function
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Algorithm 3 MPFA/MG Algorithm
Definition: Assume the total energy remaining at time t is R(t), total energy lacking at
time t is L(t), total charging energy at time t is I(t), total discharging energy at time t is
O(t), and M=N=H

1: function MPFA/MG
2: while ∀N not assigned to any power generator do
3: for n← 1 to N, m← 1 to M, h← 1 to H do
4: if ∑m∈M EG f

m(t) ≥ ∑n∈N EL f
n(t) then

5: PLn turns on
6: Compute R(t) = ∑m∈M EG f

m(t)−∑n∈N EL f
n(t)

7: Compute I(t) = R(t)−∑h∈H ECloss
h (t)

8: Assign ESh(t) = (I(t)/H)

9: else if ∑m∈M EG f
m(t) + ∑h∈H SEh(t) ≥ ∑n∈N EL f

n(t) then
10: PLn turns on
11: Compute L(t) = ∑n∈N EL f

n(t)−∑m∈M EG f
m(t)

12: Compute O(t) = L(t) + ∑h∈H EDCloss
h (t)

13: Assign ESh(t) = −(O(t)/H)
14: else
15: PLn turns off
16: Compute I(t) = ∑m∈M EG f

m(t)−∑h∈H ECloss
h (t)

17: Assign ESh(t) = (I(t)/H)
18: end if
19: end for
20: end while
21: end function

6. Numerical Studies
6.1. Simulation Setup and Scenario

In this section, we investigate the performance of single- and multiple-load power-flow
assignment algorithms for fluctuating DPFA in a smart home. We consider two PGs, two
PLs, and two PSs, and their daily operational schedule of 24 h according to activities of a
four-member [30]. Real, verified experimental datasets for PV and FC are obtained from
our iHouse [31]. The AC and VF are operating to control the home temperature in four
different seasons, i.e., spring (23 April 2016), summer (14 June 2016), autumn (17 October
2016), and winter (11 January 2017). The FC model is based on ECOFARM [32], and its
time operation is set from 00:00 to 06:00 and from 14:00 to 23:59 for all seasons. The verified
energy demand in different seasons for the AC and VF are from [8] and are listed in Table 1.
The residents use the AC from 00:00–04:00 and 06:00–23:59 for all seasons. The residents
use the VF from 05:00–06:00, 12:00–13:00, and 17:00–18:00 for all seasons. The maximum,
minimum, and initial SOC of the two PSs are set as 0.94 kWh, 0.20 kWh, and 0.21 kWh,
respectively. For simplicity, the charging and discharging efficiency (ηc,ηd) are both set as
92%. The ESS model was previously verified by [10]. In our program, we demonstrate
different designs of the logical power connection for four types of PFA algorithms and
study their difference in terms of energy loss and stored energy for four seasons.

Table 1. Energy demand of PLs.

Season AC (Wh) VF (Wh)

Winter 890 16.5
Spring 380 16.5

Summer 790 27.8
Autumn 380 27.8
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6.2. Four Different Logical Power Connections

The different logical power connections shown in Figure 4 require different power-
flow assignment algorithms. These four different logical power-connection scenarios can
be divided into two categories based on power-flow assignment (PFA). The first category
is single-load power-flow assignment (SPFA), which consists of SPFA/S and SPFA/GS to
handle a single PG and supply its power to a single PL. The second category is multiple-
load power-flow assignment (MPFA), which are MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG to handle
multiple PGs and supply their power to multiple PLs via a single PS or multiple PSs,
respectively.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 4. Logical power connections of four different PFAs: (a) SPFA/S, (b) SPFA/GS, (c) MPFA/SG,
and (d) MPFA/MG.

In Figure 4a, a single PG always stores its power in a single PS first; then, a single
PL obtains its power directly from the corresponding PS. For example, FC stores energy
directly to PS1, and PV also directly stores energy to PS2. Then, PS1 can only supply its
power to AC, and PS2 can only supply to VF. In Figure 4b for the SPFA/GS algorithm,
a single PG always supplies its power directly to a single PL first; then, the remaining
energy is stored in a single PS. A single PL can also obtain its power directly from the
corresponding PS. In particular, FC can directly supply power to the AC, and if there is
energy left, it is stored in PS1. PV supplies energy to the VF first and stores the remaining
energy in PS2. PS1 and PS2 can still only supply a single load: AC and VF, respectively.

In Figure 4c for MPFA/SG, multiple PGs supply their power directly to all PLs first;
then, the remaining energy is stored in a single PS. A single PL can only obtain its power
directly from the corresponding PS. For example, FC and PV can supply power to both
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loads, AC and VF, at the same time. However, FC can only store its power in PS1, similar
to PV, which can only store its power in PS2. When FC or PV generate insufficient power
for AC or VF, PS1 and PS2 can discharge the stored energy to a single load: AC and VF,
respectively. Finally, in Figure 4d for MPFA/MG, multiple PGs supply their power directly
to all PLs first; then, the remaining energy is stored in multiple PSs equally. Any PL can
obtain its power from multiple PSs. For instance, both FC and PV can provide their power
to both AC and VF at the same time. The energy remaining from both FC and PV can be
stored in both PS1 and PS2 equally. Further, both AC and VF can retrieve their energy from
both PS1 and PS2 simultaneously.

6.3. Energy Profile

Figures 5–8 show the energy profiles of four different PFAs in winter, spring, summer,
and autumn, respectively. The different PFAs may have different energy profiles because
AC and VF loads need to consume the full amount of energy in order to turn themselves
on, which is the result of the amount of energy generated and the condition of the ESSs;
otherwise, the load is not turned on, and the remaining energy is stored in an ESS instead.
Note that t = 1 on the horizontal axis means time 0:00–1:00.

Figures 5 and 7 show the energy profiles of winter and summer, respectively, which
have similar demand patterns. Around 08:00–14:00, there are no PFAs that can satisfy the
required demand because AC consumes such a high amount of energy that both FC and
PV cannot supply enough for the entire operation time. Even MPFA/MG, with the help of
both PSs, cannot satisfy all PLs during the day. However, during the operation time, the
PLs in MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG are met for more hours than in SPFA/S and SPFA/GS
since both PGs help supply the PLs. On the other hand, in SPFA/S and SPFA/GS, each PG
can only supply one load; thus, the AC load cannot be fulfilled when FC is not generating
energy even when PV generates energy sufficient for both PLs.

Spring and autumn in Figures 6 and 8, respectively, show similar demand patterns.
MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG can satisfy all required demands since the demand of AC in
spring and autumn is less than that in winter and summer, i.e., AC consumes 380 Wh in
spring and autumn, while it consumes 890 and 790 Wh in winter and summer, respectively.
However, in SPFA/S and SPFA/GS, there are some hours that all PLs cannot be fulfilled,
specifically 12:00–14:00. This is because each PG in SPFA/S and SPFA/GS can only supply
a single load, unlike in MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG, where both PGs can provide energy
to all PLs. Hence, the AC in SPFA cannot be turned on even though the overall energy
generated from 12:00–14:00 is enough, since all the generated energy comes from PV and
not from FC.

6.4. Analysis and Discussion of Energy Loss and Stored Energy of ESS

Figures 9–12 show the energy loss of winter, spring, summer, and autumn, respectively.
In SPFA/S, the PGs always store energy in PSs first; then, PSs supply energy to PLs. Thus,
there are always charging and discharging losses, which results in the highest total storage
energy loss for all the seasons. The energy loss results for all seasons further show that
SPFA/GS comes in second place with the highest energy loss, in which the energy loss
is higher than that of MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG. This is because in SPFA/GS, the PGs
can only supply a single load rather than multiple loads, which results in high remaining
energy charged to the PS. Hence, higher charging loss occurs. However, in MPFA/SG and
MPFA/MG, the loads can receive energy from both PGs, which results in less charging loss
from less surplus energy.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 5. Energy profiles of four different PFAs in winter: (a) SPFA/S, (b) SPFA/GS, (c) MPFA/SG,
and (d) MPFA/MG.

(a) (b)

Figure 6. Cont.
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(c) (d)

Figure 6. Energy profiles of four different PFAs in spring: (a) SPFA/S, (b) SPFA/GS, (c) MPFA/SG,
and (d) MPFA/MG.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 7. Energy profiles of four different PFAs in summer: (a) SPFA/S, (b) SPFA/GS, (c) MPFA/SG,
and (d) MPFA/MG.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 8. Energy profiles of four different PFAs in autumn: (a) SPFA/S, (b) SPFA/GS, (c) MPFA/SG,
and (d) MPFA/MG.

Table 2 shows that SPFA/S has the highest total 24-h storage energy loss from charging
and discharging, as we mentioned before. In winter, the loss from MPFA/SG is the lowest
and is 67% lower than that of SPFA/S. For MPFA/MG, the energy loss is very close to that
of MPFA/SG and is 66.5% less than that of SPFA/S for winter. Lastly, when comparing
SPFA/GS with SPFA/S, the loss in SPFA/GS is 53.7% less than that of SPFA/S for winter.
Similar descriptions are applied to the remaining seasons. The results further show that
spring possesses the highest energy loss in ESSs compared to the other seasons. This is
because AC load in the spring consumes less energy compared to other seasons and there
is high PV generation, so the energy remaining to be stored in ESSs and discharged from
ESSs is higher than in the other seasons. Hence, the energy loss in the spring is the highest.

Table 2. Total energy storage loss (kWh).

Season SPFA/S SPFA/GS MPFA/SG MPFA/MG

Winter 2.035 0.941 0.668 0.682
Summer 2.199 0.925 0.700 0.712
Spring 2.342 1.509 1.068 1.068

Autumn 1.798 0.968 0.712 0.742
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Figures 13–16 show the stored energy in ESS of winter, spring, summer, and autumn,
respectively. In winter and summer, the stored energy in Figures 13 and 15, respectively,
have a similar pattern. The graphs illustrate that when stored energy increases over time,
we can clearly see the difference between stored energy in single-load PFAs (SPFA/S
and SPFA/GS) and multiple-load PFAs (MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG). The reason is that
each PG in SPFA can only supply a single load, unlike in MPFA, where each PG supplies
multiple loads. Hence, there is higher surplus energy to be charged and stored in a PS
for SPFA. Therefore, the stored energy of SPFA is higher than that of MPFA. Furthermore,
the stored energy of MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG in winter and summer are different since
PG in MPFA/SG can only charge a single PS and discharge to a single load, while PG in
MPFA/MG can charge to multiple PSs, and all PSs can discharge to multiple PLs. Therefore,
the stored energy in PS of MPFA/SG is higher than that of MPFA/MG.

However, for spring and autumn in Figures 14 and 16, respectively, the stored energy
for all PFAs have a similar pattern since PGs in spring and autumn can fulfill all or almost
all of the required demand, as we discussed previously in the energy profile results. On the
other hand, in winter and summer, the demands satisfied are different for each PFA, so the
stored energy results are very different between each PFA over time, especially between
SPFA and MPFA. The results further show that spring possesses the highest stored energy
in ESS compared to other seasons since in the spring, the AC load consumes less energy
and PV produces the highest generated energy compared to other seasons.

Ultimately, we can conclude that energy loss decreases when the number of connec-
tions is higher. Especially, all the generated energy should not be stored in battery storage
first and supplied to loads later. Loads should be met directly first; then, the remaining
energy can be stored to be supplied later. Another thing that should be pointed out is that
for SPFA, if a PG is assigned to supply a PL, conversely, the situation could be the worst,
since PV alone cannot fulfill the AC load for the entire operation time.

Figure 9. Energy loss of PS systems in winter.
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Figure 10. Energy loss of PS systems in spring.

Figure 11. Energy loss of PS systems in summer.

Figure 12. Energy loss of PS systems in autumn.
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Figure 13. Accumulated stored energy of PS systems in winter.

Figure 14. Accumulated stored energy of PS systems in spring.

Figure 15. Accumulated stored energy of PS systems in summer.
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Figure 16. Accumulated stored energy of PS systems in autumn.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, we studied the effects of energy loss and stored energy in ESS related
to the frequency of charging and discharging for all seasons for designing logical power
connections for distributed power-flow assignment in a smart home. Through numerical
studies, we can conclude that both MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG algorithms ensure the power
generated by PGs is supplied directly to be consumed by PLs, and the remaining power
from the PGs is stored in PS systems for PLs to operate at other times. As a result, both
MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG achieved low energy loss with efficient energy storage during
the day. The proposed DPFA algorithms can reduce energy loss up to 67% compared to
power-flow assignment for which all the generated power is stored in the ESS directly
(SFPA/S) in the winter. The design of a power-flow assignment that links high PG to high
PL, e.g., FC to AC, is essential to ensure low energy loss for the entire energy system. We can
observe that both SPFA/S and SPFA/GS cannot perform more efficiently when the logical
power connections of FC to AC and PV to VF become FC to VF and PV to AC, respectively.
To address this complicated design for distributed power-flow assignment, both MPFA/SG
and MPFA/MG are highly recommended. The results further show that spring possesses
the highest energy loss and stored energy in ESSs compared to other seasons.

Our future work will first further examine our proposed MPFA/SG and MPFA/MG
algorithms when the number of PLs is large. Second, we will study the effects of charging
and discharging efficiencies and storage capacity for distributed power-flow assignment.
Third, we will examine power priority assignments to PLs, taking into consideration quality
of energy service (QoES) in a smart home. Finally, we will consider uncertainties related to
power generation and fluctuating demand in DPFA models.
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Abbreviations
The following abbreviations are used in this paper:

AC Air Conditioning
BLE Bluetooth Low Energy
CPFA Centralized Power-flow Assignment
DPFA Distributed Power-flow Assignment
ESS Energy Storage System
FC Fuel Cell
IoT Internet of Things
MPFA Multiple-load Power-flow Assignment
MPFA/SG Multiple-load Power-flow Assignment: Single Generator-to-Storage
MPFA/MG Multiple-load Power-flow Assignment: Multiple Generators-to-Storage
PFA Power-flow Assignment
PG Power Generator
PL Power Load
PLC Power Line Communication
PoE Power over Ethernet
PS Power Storage
PV Photovoltaic
QoES Quality of Energy Service
RE Renewable Energy Resources
SoC State of Charge
SPE Single-Pair Ethernet
SPFA Single-load Power-flow Assignment
SPFA/S Single-load Power-flow Assignment: Storage source
SPFA/GS Single-load Power-flow Assignment: Generator and Storage sources
VF Ventilation Fan

Nomenclature
The following nomenclature is used in this paper:

m mth power generator
n nth power load
h hth power storage
M A set of power generators
N A set of power loads
H A set of power storages
EG f

m(t) Energy generation level of mth fluctuating power generator at time t

EL f
n(t) Energy demand level of nth fluctuating power load at time t

SoCmin
h Minimum state of charge of hth power storage

SoCmax
h Maximum state of charge of hth power storage

SoCh(0) Initial state of charge of hth power storage
SEh(t) Stored energy of hth power storage at time t
ESh(t) Charge or discharge energy of hth power storage at time t
ECloss

h (t) Charging loss of hth power storage at time t
EDCloss

h (t) Discharging loss of hth power storage at time t
ESSh Capacity of hth power storage
ϕ(X, Y, t) Logical power-flow connections from X to Y at time t
pg f

m(t) Instantaneous power level of mth fluctuating power generator at time t

pl f
n(t) Instantaneous power level of nth fluctuating power load at time t

pg f ,min
m

Minimum instantaneous power level limitations of mth fluctuating power
generator

pg f ,max
m

Maximum instantaneous power level limitations of mth fluctuating power
generator

pl f ,min
n Minimum instantaneous power level limitations of nth fluctuating power load

pl f ,max
n Maximum instantaneous power level limitations of nth fluctuating power load
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psin
h (t) Instantaneous input power of hth power storage at time t

psout
h (t) Instantaneous output power of hth power storage at time t

psin,min
h Minimum instantaneous input power level limitations of hth power storage

psin,max
h Maximum instantaneous input power level limitations of hth power storage

psout,min
h Minimum instantaneous output power level limitations of hth power storage

psout,max
h Maximum instantaneous output power level limitations of hth power storage

ηc Charging efficiency of power storage
ηd Discharging efficiency of power storage
R(t) Total remaining energy to be charged at time t
L(t) Total energy lacking to be discharged at time t
I(t) Total charging energy at time t
O(t) Total discharging energy at time t
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